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Reflection 
 

  
 I think that an upper division writing course in combat journalism could sequence well 
with either my 101 or 181 courses both of which deal with personal philosophies, finding one’s 
authentic authorial voice, and negotiating issues of authenticity, discourse, and voice in relation 
to contemporary writing about war. I believe this progression will provide a continuity of 
subject-matter and combine this through-line with a divergent method of conceiving, 
documenting, analyzing, and curating the experience of war.  Rather than base this course on the 
shell of existing upper-level writing class, I have decided to adapt FMFMs (Fleet Marine Force 
Manuals) 6-5 and 12-6 to provide the baseline for this course. These manuals are the de facto 
syllabi or “training manuals” for Marine Corps infantrymen and Imbedded Combat Journalists, 
respectively. I think it a necessity to include both manuals as there is not 100% overlap between 
the channels, limitations on access, and procedures the Imbedded Combat Journalists are told to 
operate under and access the units they are to imbedded in are to grant them. This imperfect 
correlation will provide the stepping off point for two separate assignments in the course. The 
first will be an ethics piece touching when standard operating procedures and combat reporting 
standards and practices are in conflict. The second will be an ethical and critical analysis of an 
existing report that failed to meet one or both of these, albeit conflicting, criteria and a personal 
response reflecting the appropriateness of disciplinary measures (or lack there of) taken by the 
Marine Corps in each case. The remainder of the course will be taken up by the in-depth study of 
procedures, standards and practices, relevant military regulations in a fashion mirroring the 
progression that would occur were the students to be in the classroom portion of Imbedded 
Combat Journalists training in the Marine Corps. (i.e. no one need bring a bayonet or PT shorts 
to class)  This will be supplemented by a number of in-class writing assignments asking students 
to curate specific brief combat experiences (brief visual montage cues without sound, audio clips 
from combat operations without accompanying visuals, videos which have intermittent audio 
qualities, audio clips that have intermittent useable video footage, and decently coherent 
video/audio clips) for different target audiences a Imbedded Combat Journalist would be 
expected to write to/for.   The course will conclude with the students producing two original 
feature length pieces of combat journalism derived from in-class and at home screenings of 
Saving Private Ryan and Lone Survivor, respectively.  
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Course Description:  
 
This course is an in-depth study of procedures, standards and practices, and relevant military 
regulations in a fashion mirroring the progression that would occur in the classroom portion of 
Imbedded Combat Journalists training in the United States Marine Corps. (i.e. no one need bring 
a bayonet or PT shorts to class)  This will be supplemented by a number of in-class writing 
assignments asking students to curate specific brief combat experiences (brief visual montage 
cues without sound, audio clips from combat operations without accompanying visuals, videos 
which have intermittent audio qualities, audio clips that have intermittent useable video footage, 
and decently coherent video/audio clips) for different target audiences a Imbedded Combat 
Journalist would be expected to write to/for.  The course will conclude with the students 
producing two original feature length pieces of combat journalism derived from in-class and at 
home screenings of Saving Private Ryan and Lone Survivor, respectively.  
 
 
 
Required Texts 
 
FMFM 6-5 (provided) 
 
 
FMFM 12-6 (provided) 
 
Lone Survivor (feature film) **Purchase a DVD or digital copy you can play selected scenes 
from repeatedly at home** 
 
Saving Private Ryan (feature film) **Purchase a DVD or digital copy you can play selected 
scenes from repeatedly at home** 
 
 
 
 
 
Major Assignments:  
 
 
Ethical piece 4-5pg: 
 
This paper will be an analytic ethics piece evaluating a scenario (selected from a list of five such 
scenarios briefly discussed in class) in which Marine Corps Infantry units; standard operating 
procedures directly contradict Marine Corps Combat Reporting standards and practices. This 
piece will ask each student to make a subjective decision what to do in a given scenario and then 
ethically justify their position based on their personal ethical code (hopefully) informed by the 
Marine Corps Directives we have covered in class.   
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Analytic Reflective Piece on an Ethical / Disciplinary Hearing: 5-7pg  
 
The this will be an ethical and critical analysis of an existing disciplinary hearing that occurred 
following the publication of a report that failed to meet one or both of, albeit conflicting, criteria 
from Marine Corps Infantry Units and Combat Journalist Corps, respectively.  This will include 
a personal response reflecting upon the students take on the appropriateness of disciplinary 
measures (or lack there of) taken by the Marine Corps. 
 
Feature Length Original Combat Journalism Piece Saving Private Ryan: 8-12pg   
 
This assignment will ask students to apply the tactics, techniques, and skills developed 
throughout this course to curate a piece of combat journalism chosen by the student (and 
approved in advance by the instructor) taken from a single one of the many continuing combat 
operations depicted in Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan. This piece will be expected to adhere to 
all appropriate Marine Corps policies and standards and practices as if the student was 
submitting the piece, on-assignment for the USMC.    
 
 
Feature Length Original Combat Journalism Piece Lone Survivor: 8-12pg   
 
This assignment will ask students to apply the tactics, techniques, and skills developed 
throughout this course to curate a piece of combat journalism chosen by the student (and 
approved in advance by the instructor) taken from a single one of the many continuing combat 
operations depicted in Lone Survivor. This piece will be expected to adhere to all appropriate 
Marine Corps policies and standards and practices as if the student was submitting the piece, on-
assignment for the USMC.    
 
 
 
 
  


